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RIP Software for eco solvent printer

lacos-RIP v15.03.19.. in the download-
section you can find maintop rip. Contact
Us. Description. Maintop is an intelligent

print RIP software. Maintop’s main feature
is the ability to merge.Q: Regular

expression: How to check if a string
contains a word of user typed I am new to

regular expression. I want to check whether
a word that user typed is not included in the
string that I have. For example: String test =
"this is the test string"; If user typed "new
string", it returns true. If user typed "test",
it returns false. Anyone know this? A: First

of all, don't forget to escape your string.
string test = @"this is the test string"; string

userInput = "new string"; bool result =
Regex.IsMatch(test, @"\b" + userInput +
@"\b", RegexOptions.IgnoreCase); A: \b

search for word boundary. EDIT: use
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double backslash in the end. \b use single
backslash in the definition. It is possible to

confuse the compiler. Also you can use
RegexOptions.Singleline to make a match

only in one line. string test = "this is the test
string"; string userInput = "new string";

bool result = Regex.IsMatch(test, @"\b" +
userInput + @"\b",

RegexOptions.IgnoreCase); And: As Tim
mentioned it is a better way to use

string.Split. Wednesday, November 15,
2009 It has been a very busy week. The last
week of school, and many of the people we
didn't know last week are here this week.

Remember this when you are reading your
contract. You want to be prepared. I

wonder what happens if someone wants to
go to your dental school, but knows nothing
of it. You will have to sign a contract saying

that what you are doing is practice in
Dentistry. This is the contract. We are in
the library talking about it. Blog Archive
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